- Urged OAU to remain committed
- Sr. officials in contact w.
  GDR & RPF stressing need to
  end bloodshed
- Working in cooperation - bloodshed
  must

5/1 Rafame -
  Just arrived -
  - UN Bothu Bothu - accurate - dealing
    OAU is fine / UN-OAU would
    only problem - 5 civilians are
    hiding in bushes. Radare &
    other places. Saved by 2
    things: Gundamis have been
    brought & people are fighting.
    Families staying in hotel
    Wills civilians are trapped by army
    Can't go

Strong word to GDR & people
  behind - once world will not kill
with impunity. Name names
D. didn't know Clinton had said
something.
Fax - Brussels - 803-22-874-46826
have people come investigate
have been in touch
Muyume
Removed govt. forces but border
is open. On record for having
contacted GOR to allow people
to cross both ways. After we
discussed followed up & people
are missing
Control 150 km. people who crossed-
carrying out massacres, soldiers,
immunity ready to receive any humanitarian aid.
continued fighting in Kigali
Asked Dallaire to ask GOR to
let people out of houses. GOR would
He had not agree
GOR tells they need to go
RDF back to where they started
Condition: stop killing
Sending people to kill.
Commissioner tried to go to Bujumbura, Cibanga, Ngara. GOR should ensure security UNAMIR is refused access.

Things other side should do.


Agreed to call at 0800 his time.